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A shift from monetary to fiscal policy
The ECB’s response to the 2020 pandemic was
largely similar to the response rolled out in 2008
during the onset of the global financial crisis (GFC).
Liquidity injections were made to stabilise interbank
markets, swap lines were established with other
central banks to combat short-term funding
pressures relating to the US dollar, crisis credit
measures were rolled out, and the ECB’s balance
sheet grew. However, unlike during the financial
crisis, the ECB were more constrained this time
around with rates already at -0.5%, meaning most of
the monetary stimulus provided came in non-
standard policy measures. This included the
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formation of the Pandemic Emergency Purchase
Programme, which allowed the flexible purchase of up to €1.85trn private and public sector
securities, and relaxing borrowing rates on TLTRO III operations.

Drawing lessons from decade-long economic recovery from the GFC, the EU applied full
flexibility to the fiscal rules while also providing a €540bn package to provide a safety net for
workers, businesses and member states via mechanisms such as SURE (Support to mitigate
Unemployment Risks in an Emergency), loan guarantees and the European Stability
Mechanism.

The weighted average of discretionary fiscal stimulus released in response to the pandemic
was just over 4% of GDP in 2020. This compares with the 1.5% of discretionary spending that
was released at the height of the financial crisis.

“In conjunction with lifting the debt ceilings, the fiscal stimulus 
supplied in response to the latest economic shock dwarfed that of 

the Global Financial Crisis and limited the short-term economic 
damage inflicted by lockdown measures being put in place.” 

“Without the possibility of easing interest rates, especially not by 
325bps like that conducted between October 2008 and May 2009, 
the emphasis on driving the economic recovery in response to the 

pandemic was very much placed on fiscal policy.” 
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Discretionary fiscal measures related to Covid-19 with a budgetary impact in 2020
compared with gross discretionary stimulus in 2009 (percentages of GDP)

Looking ahead…
With much of the short-term economic damage limited via labour market and business
support schemes, the emphasis on fiscal policy is now placed on the recovery fund and
subsequent longer-term fiscal stimulus to drive the economic recovery over the medium-
term.

The EU’s Multiannual Financial Framework (7-year budget) and NextGenerationEU (recovery
fund), which together totals up to around €1.82trn in 2018 prices and over €1.9trn in current
prices, will have 50% allocated to the modernisation of the bloc through research and
innovation; fair climate and digital transitions; preparedness, and recovery and
resilience. With each nation having to submit their plans to the European Commission for
review, the Commission ensures all plans fulfil target for green and digital investments, as
well as show commitment to a sufficient number of structural reforms. So far, all large
economies who have submitted their plans to the EC comfortably meet the targets set by the
EU, such as 37% of financing being directed to climate change and 20% to foster digital
transition, although their plans still need to find acceptance by the Commission.



The countries that have not yet submitted their plans (Bulgaria, Czech, Cyprus, Estonia,
Finland, Ireland, Malta, Netherlands, Romania and Sweden) are also the countries who
receive smaller grants from the fund as pandemic didn’t take as much of a toll on their
economies compared to nations like Italy or Spain.

Spain on the other hand, has so far only requested the grants as opposed to a combination of
grants and loans and looks to spend around 5.5% of its GDP in the first three years only. This
means the impact on GDP in the first phase of the recovery will be larger for Spain than for
Italy as it front-loads stimulus, while Italy plans to smooth its recovery out over the longer-
term. Other countries who receive over €15bn besides Italy, Spain and Greece are France,
Germany, and Portugal, given their large economies. Altogether, these nations represent 95%
of the total financing.

Italy’s proposal is balanced, but still contributes more than 50% to climate change, while the
majority of Germany’s investments contribute to digitalisation. Greece and Portugal’s
proposals are even more balanced than Italy’s with spending divided among many different
projects without a standout category.

Green real estate and transport take the lion share of spending
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Although the EU sets targets for how the 
budgets should be divided amongst each 

category, the way in which these budgets are 
planned for over time differ for each country. 

Italy plans to spread out a large
stimulus package worth 13% of
its GDP over the entirety of
2021-2026 and stated it will
use the full amount available –
similar to Greece.
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As stated earlier, the NextGenerationEU and Multiannual Financial Framework differ from
earlier fiscal crisis responses by the EU. We argued earlier that the bloc’s plans show
continued commitment to stimulate the economy throughout the recovery phase, however,
the details of the fund show that pockets of growth will be divided between the short,
medium and longer-term. Within the theme of green investment and infrastructure, this
would mean cleaner public transportation, green real estate, electric car subsidies ,and car
charge points – these are projects that highlight the differing time of the stimulus delivery.
On the other hand, investments in digital modernisation such as 5G investments are mostly
long term developments while devoted healthcare investments have a shorter-term impact,
digitalisation aside. The combination gives the eurozone a chance to grow out of its low
inflation and low growth environment into a more sustainable and equitable recovery.

ECB President Christine Lagarde and individual EU leaders have repeatedly called for the
need to make the recovery fund fully operational as soon as possible, but a delay of a couple
of months wouldn’t throw a spanner in the works. For the ECB, however, it may mean the
central bank can only start reducing purchases via its pandemic QE programme later than
initially planned, with an extension of elevated PEPP purchases now likely at June’s meeting.
The largest risk factors for a delay to the funds are hurdles in the ratification process and
proposals being submitted or approved later than expected. In order for the plans to be fully
operational, the list of countries mentioned earlier need to submit their proposals to the
European Commission. Meanwhile, a series of other nations (Austria, Finland, Ireland, the
Netherlands and Romania still need to ratify the Own Resources Decision to legally authorise
borrowing the NextGenerationEU amount via single debt issuance in capital markets until the
end of 2026. Without it, the recovery fund would be in jeopardy, which would be a major
downside risk to the bloc’s longer-term recovery and especially for peripheral countries, as it
would reduce their long-term investment and the financing has to be managed via domestic
bond issuance – an expensive alternative.

Although there are risks attached to the outlook, with a delay of the funds being the 
main one, this likely won’t have an impact on growth over the medium or long term as 

the majority of the funds are centred around longer-term investments. 
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